
Childminder report

Inspection date: 5 September 2019

Overall effectiveness Good

The quality of education Good

Behaviour and attitudes Good

Personal development Good

Leadership and management Good

Overall effectiveness at previous 
inspection Inadequate



What is it like to attend this early years setting?

The provision is good

The childminder has put many improvements in place since her last inspection, 
which have had an extremely positive impact on the children who attend. She has 
taken on board advice from other agencies to help her reflect on her practice and 
introduce relevant and well-targeted improvements. Staff are offered appropriate 
training, although this is not always prioritised well. Children's communication skills 
are developing well, particularly among children who speak English as an additional 
language. Children enjoy using their home languages in play, while developing 
their English speaking skills. This helps them to feel proud of their own heritage, 
while preparing them for the next stage in their learning. Children feel safe and 
happy. They form very close attachments to adults and make friends with other 
children, to whom they show kindness and compassion. The childminder and her 
assistant have high expectations for children, including how they behave. Children 
are engaged in activities and, as a result, remain focused and interested. They 
enjoy responding to challenges from the childminder and her assistant and 
persevere in their chosen activity. Although parents are involved in the setting and 
receive feedback from the childminder, less information is shared about how they 
can further support their children's learning at home. 

What does the early years setting do well and what does it 
need to do better?

n The childminder and her assistant carefully plan activities for the children which 
focus on their individual learning goals. They seek important information from 
parents, which helps them to get to know each child very well. This ensures they 
can focus activities on challenges that will interest and motivate them to learn. 
The childminder shares information with parents about children's development 
and works with them to support children with changes at home, such as the 
arrival of a new baby. However, parents are not consistently informed about 
children's planned next steps and how they can support these at home.  

n Some children attend the setting with a very limited understanding of English. 
The childminder and her assistant recognise the importance of focusing on 
supporting this and have specific activities planned to promote their language 
skills. For example, children enjoy singing lots of rhymes, talking about pictures 
in books and hearing adults introduce new vocabulary.

n The environment is colourful and safe, and children are able to access a wide 
range of toys and resources. Children listen carefully to adults and follow 
instructions willingly. They develop physical skills as they mould and roll play 
dough to make different farm animals, before looking in a book to name them. 

n Children demonstrate positive attitudes to learning. They benefit from the adults 
sitting with them, showing them how to achieve new skills, such as using 
utensils to shape dough. Children are beginning to manage their feelings and are 
independent. The childminder and her assistant are sensitive to children's needs 
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and know how to comfort them if they become unsettled. 
n The childminder has a clear plan for how she can continue to develop her skills. 

She supports staff well in their own understanding of the curriculum and they 
have recently started attending local support groups where they meet and 
discuss ideas with other practitioners. This helps them to review their own 
teaching and plan relevant improvements more effectively.

n Staff explain that they feel well supported and find the childminder 
approachable. They have attended relevant training, for example, in 
safeguarding and hold relevant first-aid qualifications. However, the childminder 
does not carefully review the dates of when the qualifications expire. This limits 
the time she has to ensure a relevant course is completed to avoid any lapse.  

Safeguarding

The arrangements for safeguarding are effective.

The childminder and her assistant have a clear awareness of different types of 
abuse and the action to take to keep children safe. They know the children well 
and communicate together effectively, helping to ensure that any concerns about 
safeguarding are promptly recognised and responded to. The childminder and her 
assistant monitor children's attendance carefully to help them recognise early signs 
of concern.  

What does the setting need to do to improve?

To further improve the quality of the early years provision, the provider 
should:

n explore further ways of helping parents and/or carers understand how they can 
support children's next steps in learning at home

n consider more effective ways of monitoring staff training needs, including 
identifying when qualifications are about to expire and taking appropriate action. 
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Setting details
Unique reference number EY463413

Local authority Newham 

Inspection number 10100802

Type of provision Childminder

Registers Early Years Register, Compulsory Childcare 
Register

Day care type Childminder

Age range of children 2 to 2

Total number of places 6

Number of children on roll 2

Date of previous inspection 5 March 2019

Information about this early years setting

The childminder registered in 2013. She lives in Beckton, in the London Borough of 
Newham. She provides care Monday to Friday, from 8am until 6pm, all year round. 
The childminder works with an assistant. 

Information about this inspection

Inspector
Amanda May

Inspection activities

n The inspector completed a 'learning walk' with the childminder to understand 
how the provision and curriculum are organised. 

n The inspector held discussions with the childminder and her assistant at 
appropriate times during the inspection. 

n The inspector observed activities and routines and reviewed relevant documents.
n The inspector completed a joint observation with the childminder, where they 

observed an activity led by the assistant. 

We carried out this inspection under sections 49 and 50 of the Childcare Act 2006 
on the quality and standards of provision that is registered on the Early Years 
Register. The registered person must ensure that this provision complies with the 
statutory framework for children's learning, development and care, known as the 
early years foundation stage.

If you are not happy with the inspection or the report, you can complain to Ofsted.
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The Office for Standards in Education, Children's Services and Skills (Ofsted) 
regulates and inspects to achieve excellence in the care of children and young 
people, and in education and skills for learners of all ages. It regulates and 
inspects childcare and children's social care, and inspects the Children and Family 
Court Advisory and Support Service (Cafcass), schools, colleges, initial teacher 
training, further education and skills, adult and community learning, and education 
and training in prisons and other secure establishments. It assesses council 
children's services, and inspects services for looked after children, safeguarding 
and child protection.

If you would like a copy of this document in a different format, such as large print 
or Braille, please telephone 0300 123 1231, or email enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk.

You may reuse this information (not including logos) free of charge in any format 
or medium, under the terms of the Open Government Licence. To view this licence, 
visit www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/, write to the 
Information Policy Team, The National Archives, Kew, London TW9 4DU, or email: 
psi@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk

This publication is available at https://reports.ofsted.gov.uk/.

Interested in our work? You can subscribe to our monthly newsletter for more 
information and updates: http://eepurl.com/iTrDn.

Piccadilly Gate
Store Street
Manchester
M1 2WD

T: 0300 123 1231
Textphone: 0161 618 8524
E: enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk
W: www.gov.uk/ofsted

© Crown copyright 2019
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